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Fifteen storey tower, seven and ten storey podiums & six storey pavilion
The new Social Sciences building and renovated Vanier
Hall at the University of Ottawa is a robust structure
designed to engage – and withstand – a large student
body and faculty. The 15-storey tower and adjacent
podiums house nine departments, 250 full-time staff,
and 10,000 students. In order to meet the demands of
this activity, the materials selected for the interior public
spaces are hardwearing and durable – exposed concrete
and steel, porcelain tile floors and glass guards.
When the project started in 2006, the mandate was to
renovate the existing Vanier Hall, a five-storey academic
building constructed in the 1950s. By 2008, it became
clear that Vanier Hall alone wouldn’t give the University
sufficient space to meet its growing needs, so a high-rise
building was configured to occupy a narrow strip of land
and connect to Vanier Hall.
A stepped massing scheme was developed to effectively
distribute the required program on the tight site and
relate to a varied context around the perimeter in this
dense urban environment. The 26,000 m² (275,000 sf)
building is flanked by seven-and ten-storey podiums at

the west side facing Nicholas Street and the Rideau
Canal, and a by six-storey pavilion at the northeast
corner of the site, addressing the pedestrian campus. In
this way, the building is responsive to its immediate
surroundings and emphasizes connectivity both to the
city and the campus.
The main structural system is a conventional cast-inplace concrete flat slab system with shear walls to resist
lateral loads. This choice enabled the design team to
minimize the depth of the structure and allowed the new
building to tie into the existing Vanier Hall floor-to-floor
heights and still ensure sufficient ceiling spaces for
services.
To fit the narrow triangular site, the seven-storey
podium has a glazed prow and tapers to a ‘flatiron’ that
announces a new campus gateway from the Rideau
Canal. The tapered concrete floor slabs at this end of the
building are thickened to allow them to be cantilevered
from a single row of asymmetrical columns on the east
side which stop short of the end to allow for curved glass
to be uninterrupted. To represent the concrete structure
of the building and provide a durable cladding adjacent
to the busy transit way on Nicholas Street, precast
concrete panels are used on the exterior of the podiums.
The c-shaped profile of the precast cladding panels
creates a continuous projecting sun shade above the
glazed strips for these south west elevations, and also
support vertical aluminum fins spanning between the
top and bottom which provide addition shading for low
sun angles. One concrete band wraps around the flatiron
just above grade level as a design feature to define and
accentuate the building’s unusual form.
To claim an additional 6,000 sf of educational and office
space that does not impede on the footprint of a future
public plaza on the east side, the six-storey northeast
pavilion cantilevers out 12-meters. Designing the
cantilevered structure to support a 225-seat theatre, a

large, double height multi-use reception hall above and a
green roof, required a carefully considered approach.
To create the 12 m cantilever, the innovative solution
was to construct storey-deep steel trusses to ring the
perimeter of the lecture theatre with the bottom chord
tapered up to form the theatre’s tiered seating. To
resolve the cantilever forces into the concrete shear
walls, the trusses were then
anchored into the concrete
structure utilizing a hybrid
construction. The trusses are
connected to a 970 mm-high Ibeam; protruding out from
that beam is a series of 760
mm-high I-beams that provide
the framing for the composite
slab floors. Concrete provided
an excellent way to anchor the
cantilevering steel trusses to a
stiff main structure, and it is
the only material that could
have been used to build tightly
around the ins and outs of the
existing Vanier Hall.
Two connected atrium spaces
are the focus of the building
interior. The main five-storey
atrium connects with the
renovated Vanier Hall via
multi-level bridges. The atrium
brings abundant daylight into
the interior spaces and creates
a principal public pedestrian route connecting the
transitway on the west side to the centre of the campus.
Planters run the length of the atrium and feature sittingheight concrete retaining walls for pedestrian use.
A second atrium at the north end contains a vertically
planted living wall bio-filter at its centre. This giant sixstorey green feature is connected to the mechanical
system and serves to purify return air as well as
contribute to the sense of an outdoor public space
running through the centre of the building. A six-storey
concrete shear wall also functions as the support and
frame for the living wall. Plants are inserted into
synthetic growth media that is fastened to aluminum
vertical diffusers attached to the concrete structure.
Precast structural/architectural concrete is used to
create the second atrium’s dramatic feature stair and 60
MPa architectural exposed cast in place concrete

columns are featured in both atriums connecting all
levels. An exposed cast in place 7-storey concrete stair at
the south end of the building is supported on concrete
shear walls on the north and south sides, and functions
both as exit stairs and convenience stairs connecting
seminar rooms and study areas on all floors. The
concrete stair is in a prominent location between the
transit was and main atrium inside the building. Full
glazing on the east and west
sides of this concrete stair
allow views into the building
from the city and views out
over the Rideau canal form the
inside of the building.
Vanier Hall has achieved LEED
Gold
certification
for
sustainable design with green
building initiatives embedded
throughout. Simulated testing
compared to the Model
National Energy Code for
Buildings indicates a 47 percent
savings in energy cost. Heat
recovery systems take full
advantage of the considerable
energy generated by the data
centre (main data centre for
the whole campus housed in
the basement of the new
building) and IT closets. The
green wall serves to lower
demands on external air intake.
Four green roofs on the lower buildings mitigate urban
heat island effect as well as enhance the views from the
academic tower. Through the use of high supplementary
cementing material in the concrete, the total percentage
of recycled material is 59.23 percent, which was a
positive contributing factor in achieving the LEED Gold
certification.
One of the key challenges on this project was the need
to protect the existing buildings and surrounding service
tunnels while constructing a new addition that goes both
deeper and higher than the older buildings. Achieving
this was complicated by the nature and location of the
building site, which is a moderate seismic zone. To
optimize seismic resistance of the 15-storey tower, it
made good sense to found the building’s shear walls on
the bedrock. However, the natural level of the site’s rock
is steeply sloped, and as it drops off, it changes from
limestone to shale. In addition, being close to the Rideau

Canal, the site’s water table is relatively high - several
meters above the rock.
To overcome these challenges, the foundations were
configured as a bathtub with anchorage to the rock to
resist hydrostatic uplift. To avoid settlement in the
surrounding buildings and service tunnels due to
permanent lowering of the water table, an elaborate
excavation bracing system using a marine engineering
cofferdam approach was designed. A hybrid foundation
structure was also applied, transitioning to piles at the
deepest part of the site with different piles to suit the
varying rock conditions.
The Social Sciences Building has been designed with the
intent of producing a landmark building befitting its
prominent location and its significance for the university.
The unique massing and form of the building
demonstrate a response to the constraints of building on
a dense urban site and how concrete was used to meet
these challenges. The structure points the way for future
campus development to maximize program area while
maintaining a strong connection with context on all
sides. Detailing and the use of high-quality, innovative
materials and systems further contribute to a distinctive
building that sets a high standard for future
development in the area.

